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Daily Dragon
News

A Congressman Comes
To Daily  By: Aaron Houghton


Biography:

Congressman Adam Schiff is a House
of Representatives member in charge of the
28th District. The communities in the district
include: Angelino Heights, Atwater Village,
Burbank, East Hollywood, Echo Park, Elysian
Valley, Franklin Hills, Glendale, Griffith Park,
Hollywood, Hollywood Hills, La
Canada-Flintridge, La Crescenta, Los Feliz,
Montrose, Mount Olympus, Pasadena,
Shadow Hills, Silver Lake, Sunland, Tujunga,
Verdugo City and West Hollywood. This
means that when we the people are having
economic struggles or want to spread the
news about specific topics, it is the duty of
Congressman Schiff to bring this
information to the President and the
President’s cabinet members. He offers
internships to students in High School, or
that have recently graduated, at his
Burbank and Washington D.C. offices where
they can learn more about the workings of a

Congressional office and about our
country’s
democratic
political
process. This
internship lasts
for three months
and is only put
in place for
educational
purposes. The
interns do not
receive pay for
their time but are able to apply for class
credit as a compensation bonus. Those
interested in an internship under Adam
Schiff are able to call his D.C. office at
(202)225-4176 or his Burbank office at
(818)450-2900 at any time to ask questions or
provide interest for an internship.

Assembly:
On August 29, 2018, Congressman
Schiff came to an
assembly held for
Daily High School
students to ask
questions about his
job as our
Congressman and
the government. We
had many students
submit questions to

ask the Congressman where a total of 14
questions were selected to be asked. For
example, one student asked the
Congressman, “What do you love most about
your job?” Congressman Schiff responded
with, “There are a number of things that I
love about my job. The number one thing I
love about my job is that I get to make a
positive difference in people’s lives. You get
to help people and you get to address
challenges the country faces. I love that I get

to serve my country and I love the fact that I
get to help others. The number one reason
why I don’t love my job is that I spend time
away from my family.” Congressman Schiff
has two offices, one in Burbank and one in
Washington D.C.

His family resides in D.C. and don’t
get to see him often, but his duties are far
too important for him to not attend this
assembly. It is thanks to Mrs.Carrasco who
planned this entire assembly with the
Congressman’s schedule.

________________________________________________________________________________________

Comics

The Daily Tickle

by Jaime Monge
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________________________________________________________________________________________
Around Daily

Graphic Design Gets a New
New Teacher
By Matthew Villanueva

Mr. Tucci is the new Graphic design teacher here at Daily High School. He teaches the Graphic
Communications CTE class here at Daily and is very inspired to, “Give students the ability to feel as if they can
virtually do anything, to possess the ability to think critically in order to get over any obstacle in life, and the
ability to believe in yourself.”
Mr. Tucci has had many jobs which make him a great CTE teacher. He has real work experience
that he would like to pass on to his students. While he was a student in college,
he worked in a beer warehouse and then spent three years in Canada working
as an accountant. He also worked as a brand manager for Pixelogic, the
designers of ZBrush. Mr. Tucci has a passion for art and design. Ever since he
was a kid, he has always felt like he could create anything and was influenced
by relatives that are successful artists and designers
In addition to teaching, Mr. Tucci works for the district office in the CTE
Department and helps other schools’ Arts Programs in our district. For
example, he recently helped make changes to the Art and Design curriculum
to make sure it helps students in GUSD get ready for college and their future
careers. Mr. Tucci has many responsibilities including working with ETIS to
make sure all students and teachers receive help with technology. He interacts
with different departments to help develop the curriculum for art and design
classes all over the district.
Before coming to Daily, Mr. Tucci had been teaching at different universities.
He taught at the Gnomon School of Visual Effects, the LA Academy of
Figurative Arts, and California State University Northridge (CSUN). Since he teaches at universities and Daily
High, a question come to my mind. Is there a difference in teaching at a high school level than at a university
level? According to Mr. Tucci, “There can be.” Although there is a difference, he tries to make the learning
experience the same for all students. Mr. Tucci believes that “All the work the students do is basically the same as
it is in college if the students are willing and ready to learn. The only difference is how the content is presented.”
We welcome Mr. Tucci to Daily.

“The person who you're with most in life is yourself
and if you don't like yourself you're always with
somebody you don't like.”- MARK LEWIS
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Drama At Daily

By Jorge Hernandez
Many people love the idea of becoming an actor or actress, but we all have
to start somewhere. Sometimes we can take private drama classes or join a
program meanwhile, many of us get our first experience in
drama from high school. Daily did not have a drama class until
just this year. Thankfully there were students with drama
experience who wanted a drama class for our school. The
school heard their voices and took it into consideration. In just
one trimester they got what they had asked for! Drama is a
hands-on class and also counts as fine arts credit.
Mr. Marlowe took the lead to teach the drama class due
to his experience. He is a theater connoisseur which and his wife is a member of a
theatre company. A fun fact about Mr. Marlowe is that his favorite musical is “The
Jersey Boys” rather than a play. The musical is about the life of Frankie Valli and
The Four Seasons. There are 12 students in drama class at Daily High school.
Although Mr. Marlowe has never been a part of any play or TV show, he
has given concerts in front of 5,000 people and is comfortable on stage. For most
people, it’s scary to teach a brand new class with new faces but Mr.Marlow doesn’t
have this issue. for Mr. Marlowe. He considers himself a “Renaissance Man, an
athlete, songwriter, guitarist, and a creative individual.” Marlow also states, “I can
handle a new class with ease”. Mr. Marlowe wants the students to learn and
remember is to overcome fear, so they can be successful. Hopefully, one drama
class can live on and be successful in the future. That's the spirit of a Daily
Dragon!

Back to School Night
By: Aaron Houghton
During our Back to School Night on September
6, the school Superintendent, Winfred
Roberson, and GUSD representative Shant
Sahakian, came due to popular request from
our school to help answer questions about the
Building Exchange. We were hoping to get
direct resolutions regarding issues Daily
students see with the Building Exchange and
what was to be done about solving our troubles,
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Continued from page 3
but instead, they made an announcement to the
school, saying that “They will be taken care of.”

With preparation for this possibility,
some students from ASB asked the
superintendent more direct questions that were
in higher demand for answers. ASB’s President
and Treasurer, Sara F and Victor A, inquired
about the same topic, which was, “What is
Daily’s evacuation plan or what steps will we be
taking to ensure safety during an emergency
due to our parking spaces getting removed?”
The superintendent responded to both of them
with, “We are figuring that out, but students will
most likely be at the park that is being built
behind the school.” Following them, one of
ASB’s crafts designers, Laura J, who asked Mr.
Roberson, “What were you going to do about
the parking situation for students and staff
being that students come from all around
Glendale and will be left without parking?”

Following the last question, he answered that
“There are going to be parking spaces located
next to the park in the back and that he is going
to be getting about 10-12 spaces available.”
Back to School Night was a hit for Daily
students that night. There were ASB students
selling pizza with cookies and lemonade, Daily
HS sweatshirts, and an arrangement of flower
vases designed by ASB’s crafts team. Next to
ASB’s fund-raisers, Daily’s EFA program also
sold all kinds of assorted vegetables and foods
that
were
grown in
the EFA
garden.
They
sold
bags of
limes,
swiss
chard,
raw organic sunflower seeds, organic
eggplants, and organic butternut squash. There
were many students that came to Back to
School Night to see their teachers and the work
they have accomplished so far.

________________________________________________________________________________________
Lifestyle

Are You Expressing Yourself?
Make-up’s impact on Society
By Melody Kizirian

The Origin Of Makeup
Makeup has come a long way these past few thousand years. It was
first used in ancient Egypt by men and women to show wealth and power.
Women were even discouraged to wear makeup due to their intense beauty.
Though there was a negative connotation towards women wearing makeup,
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however, many make-up wearers were getting burns and infections where the makeup was applied. Wearing
makeup back then was dangerous with all the chemicals that were used such as lead and copper. Over the years,
makeup’s huge problems were fixed by scientists so people could wear healthy beauty products. Makeup has
been around for more than 3000 years.
As time grew on, and movies started to become more common, famous actors from the past such as
John Travolta, Marilyn Monroe, and Audrey Hepburn encouraged everyone to wear makeup. Especially John
Travolta who inspired men’s vanity.

Makeup Now

Makeup artists are now partaking in more of dramatic looks using full face
and colorful eyes. Since artists are more taken by extravagant looks with
significant lashes and a sparkling highlight, brands are now starting to come out
with more creative palettes and expanding the ideas on what makeup is trending.
There are so many different brands that people use such as Anastasia Beverly Hills,
Mac, Too Faced, Morphe and many more. People of all genders have full jobs doing
makeup. Ways of making money for doing makeup are countless, the beauty
community has a big variety of talent and jobs. Makeup can literally be found
anywhere such as your local Target, CVS, and Walgreens, and has affordable prices for good quality makeup.
This generation of makeup is an art and a true form of expression unlike centuries ago where it was only a way
for people to show wealth and power.

The Makeup Artists

One of the most famous makeup
artists is a multi-millionaire male
named Jeffree Star. He has
influenced millions of people to
aspire to be themselves. There are
so many other known artists such
as James Charles, Bretman Rock,
and Nikkie Tutorials who’ve made a huge impact on people’s lives.
Makeup artists don’t have a stereotypical gender or sexuality that they
need to be a part of the beauty community. Sephora and Mac both
have a saying that no matter the skin color, sexuality, or gender, all
must be accepted. These makeup artists have such a huge platform and influence their audience a lot with
different makeup styles and techniques. A lot of people learn how to do their makeup from these artist’s
tutorials. Makeup artists are what help hold the beauty world together.

Perks of Makeup

Makeup may be a way to look beautiful on the outside but it can also help how you feel on the inside too.

People all around the world use makeup to bring out their inner confidence and true selves. Makeup also is very
therapeutic and can be used to help with anxiety or stress. The concoction of all the different colors and creams
coming together to create a beautiful look you made can be a very satisfying feeling. Plus, without makeup,
people wouldn’t have movies/shows such as Avatar, Star Wars, The Walking Dead and Vampire Diaries. Makeup
is a great coping skill and a positive way to show yourself within your art.
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In Game/In-App Purchases Are they Ruining Games?
By Jaime Monge and Matthew Villanueva

Video Games, a form of entertainment that was
initially created to provide exciting and enjoyable
experiences for the player, has now evolved into
something more, something horrible. Gaming
companies such as Supercell, Epic Games, EA
(Electronic Arts) have made millions or even billions of
dollars off in app/in-game purchases.
Big game franchises like Call of Duty, a series
originally developed by Infinity Ward and published by Activision that simply was made to provide
unique World War II soldier experience, has now created COD points. These points are a form of
in-game currency that people by the hundreds purchase, in order to buy in-game supply crates in the
multiplayer store to get weapon skins, unlockable weapons, even specialist or character cosmetics, all of
which are utterly randomized, meaning that you can spend top dollar on a random box and not even get
a thing you want, similarly to how people use slot machines. According to a Tech times article, “It is
quite rare for a big video game nowadays to not have microtransactions incorporated into the game.”
Another game that makes a lot of money off microtransactions is Fortnite. Made by Epic Games and
offered in console stores, mobile stores, and PC stores for free. This “Freemium” game that has people
buying V-Bucks, which is another game currency, to get skins off the store or to get the seasonal battle
pass which offers skins, emotes, and more cosmetic items, nearly all of which are unavailable to those
who do not pay for them, essentially locking players out of in-game content.
Most games these days offer in-app purchases for either cosmetics which just offer a new look for
your character or they offer ways to get ahead of people in game or so other people call it, a “Pay to
Win” game. A great example of this “pay to win” type game is the recently published “Star Wars
Battlefront 2”, which has so many in-game things locked behind paywalls. In total it will take 2,100 U.S.
dollars to unlock everything, or 88 REAL WORLD DAYS to unlock all the in-game content.
Now picture this, what if you were playing the brand new Super Mario Game, and this suddenly a
pop up appears on your screen, telling you that “ Oh No! You have run out of jumps! You can buy more
for 9.99”. How upset would you be? This is a possible future for games now, and unfortunately many
are blind to this change, and if it continues on, games may end becoming nothing more then overpriced
bunches of software made only to milk more and more money from your wallet.
Sources:
https://www.techtimes.com/articles/116814/20151216/call-of-duty-black-ops-3-adds-microtransactions-so-you-can-buy-stuff-from-the-black-market.html
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________________________________________________________________________________________
ASB Happenings

ASB Trimester I Activities
By: Melody Kizirian

October 22nd-31st at Daily High school will be our annual Spirit/Red Ribbon week! Each
day will have a theme that corresponds to staying drug-free and living a healthy life. These days
will have their own ideas, matching the theme, to promote others to stay sober.
Monday 10/22: Drugs make you wacky, so dress tacky! You can wear funky socks,
shirts, or anything else that shouldn’t normally be worn together. The idea of wearing
silly clothing is to prove that drugs are wack and can make drug users feel that way too.
Tuesday 10/23: “Ready” to live a drug-free life is a way to say that on Tuesday, dress in
red. By wearing red, you can support staying sober or even taking their first step into
turning their life around.
Wednesday 10/24: “Lei” off the drugs! This is a special Hawaiian day providing the
statement to not do drugs and it influences others in a positive way to stay in control of
your mind and body. To show your support, students can wear any clothing that makes
you look like you’re in Hawaii and ready for a luau.
Thursday 10/25: Students will be dressing like the 90’s to have a remembrance of
the past. This is to also show you can have fun while being sober and that it is a whole
life decision to quit drugs. Wear your favorite flannels, t-shirts over t-shirts, and
baggy jeans!
Monday 10/29: Breast Cancer Awareness Day is a very important day. Students can
wear pink to represent breast cancer awareness and to honor the men and women
suffering from it in hospitals all over the world. There will be ribbons passed around
that students are encouraged to wear.
Tuesday 10/ 30: Tired Tuesday is about coming to school in your pajamas to show that
drugs make you tired and not motivated to do anything. Also, it shows the context of
how people get tired of drugs because the end result of it is always the same negative
outcome. So, dress in your favorite comfortable sleeping wear and have a relaxing day!
Dress code still applies.
Wednesday 10/31: Daily’s Halloween Costume Contest will be hosted during lunch in
the quad. Wear your favorite Halloween costume, excluding weapons and masks, to
win as either the scariest, goofiest, or most creative costume.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________
Poetry

“ENTENDRE”

Measurement of gratitude is not one’s strong suit
One's ability to relate
The ability to love
Definition of insanity
Falling apart due to inconsistency
Stuck in a pool of water
Leaping over bridges with my ability to skip the verse and the
chorus.
By Andrew Lupercio

“ROANOKE”
Stop missing out
Missing like Roanoke
Lost in a matter of a moment
I want to fall of the face of the planet like
1590

By Andrew Lupercio

_______________________________________________________________________________________
Book Review

Need

a Good Independent Novel?
By Andrew Lupercio

LOOKING FOR ALASKA
By John Green
One may see love through text after burying themselves into this ardent and impassioned novel. John
Green is the same author who wrote The Fault In Our Stars and Paper Towns. After reading Looking For Alaska,
I soon realized that John Green is one of the greatest authors to ever live. Not only will the book make you
emotional, but it will take you on a journey. After meeting the characters, I fell in love with them all the way
through. Even as time flies by, I was able to learn a few life lessons along the way.
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______________________________________________________________________________
Sports

Los Angeles is Back



By:Jorge Hernandez
By:Jorge

During these last couple of months, there has been a lot of things going on in the
sports industry. For example, we have the MLB Playoffs going on. Another great
event was Lebron James joining the Los Angeles Lakers. Finally, we have football.
The Los Angeles Rams are on a roll with their standings being 4-0, Undefeated. L.A.
is looking pretty good at this moment.
In the MLB playoffs, we have a pretty interesting bracket going on. We have the
Dodgers coming in with their victory on Monday, Oct. 1. This determined whether
or not they would make it to the next stage. Thankfully, they beat the Rockies 5-2. This was a huge deal
for them because, in the beginning, they were losing left and right. But during these last 10 games, they
made a huge comeback. Hopefully, the Dodgers can succeed and make Los Angeles proud.
Another great sport is basketball. A lot has happened, but a significant
event was Lebron James joining the Los Angeles Lakers. He signed a four-year
contract for a $153.3 million dollar deal, according to NBA and ESPN. He claims
he will try to bring the storied franchise another championship. Last season,
James scored 2,251 points and became the first player in NBA history to gather
30,000 career points, 8,000 rebounds, and 8,000 assists, according to NBA’s
website. James also says he is very thrilled to be able
to play with young players like Lonzo Ball. Hopefully, “King James” and the
L.A. Lakers can bring Los Angeles the championship to continue our legacy.
The fall season in three words: Food, Family, and Football. Football has just
started and there have been many intense games. The Los Ángeles teams,
which are the Rams and Chargers, are doing very good during this season’s
start. The Rams are starting off strong with their standings being 4-0,
undefeated. Since it's October, the NFL is spreading awareness of breast
cancer. All of the players wear pink gloves, jerseys, and cleats. Even the
stadium gets some pink, the football included, a very nice way to spread the
cause. This football season is going to be a long but good ride. Hopefully,
our L.A. Rams or Chargers can bring the Super Bowl home.
______________________________________________________________________________________________

Teacher Showcase

Now, Introducing, Mrs. Janairo   By Alejandra Orantes

New faces have arrived at the daily high school campus! With the retirement of our beloved Ms.Goff,
we were left with the uncertainty of who was going to teach our art class. When we heard a new teacher
Continued from Page 9. was going to be joining the daily staff we were all wondering who is this new
teacher? Now introducing, Ms. Janairo! She was originally born in Norwalk, California with
Mexican-Filipino roots, but ended up moving to Ohio and then Virginia. Currently, Ms. Janairo now
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resides in Pasadena, California. She has been teaching for 19 years. Ms.
Janairo taught at the Lennox academy for about 17 years, 5 years
elementary and 12 years high School. Even though she has been
teaching high school art for 13 years, Ms. Janairo has also taught
psychology and AP psychology, she was also at one point a stem
teacher, where she mixed the subjects of art and science. This is her first
time ever teaching in a continuation school, even though she had known
about the job opening here at Daily High School, Ms. Janairo did not
know what to expect. Now that she is here, she is very excited and
incredibly happy to be teaching here. She would like students to know
that she wants to help them succeed and that she is also here to support them. Seems like Daily high
school got lucky with their new art teacher.
________________________________________________________________________________________
Opinion

Makeup... Only for Girls? What's happening with the Guys?
By. Melanie Cuevas

Evolution of Males
People believe that only women can wear makeup but is that really the case? Everyone has their
own opinion on whether males can wear makeup or not. There are many beauty gurus around the world
and especially on social media such as James Charles, Jeffree Star, Patrick Star, Reuben De Maid,
Bretman Rock, and so many others. For many generations, makeup has only been a “girl only thing”...
but things have changed. Back in 4000 BCE threw the 1800’s males began wearing makeup in the
myriad ways. But not until back in 2016 people finally started to discover more and more about the male
beauty industry. That's when all these YouTubers came out
with a lot of their makeup tutorials and critic videos. A lot of
people judge males and them wearing makeup. Some are
uncomfortable around them while others support it. Some
people believe that it's only one specific sexuality of males
that wear makeup and that not everyone in the LGBT
community can wear it.

Males and MakeUp
Makeup began with the Ancient Egyptians and ancient Romans leading up to Queen Elizabeth of
England. Makeup also started to expand during 18th century France, 1930’s Hollywood, 1970’s- 1980’s
punk rockers, early 2000’s, the 2010’s, and now this generation in 2018. Eyeliner, lip gloss, and glossy
chapstick were all very popular for many males in the 2000’s.
These past few years people have been using large varieties of products to create a full face look also
known as “full glam”. There are also many brands that are introducing a lot of other makeup products
and different techniques on how to put on makeup. I believe that most people who watch makeup
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tutorials also watch male influencers. For example, Jeffree Star and James Charles have the highest
subscribers on youtube for makeup. Although makeup has changed a lot over these past few centuries,
makeup being for everyone has never changed.

How Do People Really Feel?
I interviewed some students around Daily High to get their input, and here are some of the
responses I received. “ It’s their own body and it's their choice. I don't get uncomfortable around guys
who wear makeup because it's not really affecting my life in any way. I feel like anybody in the LGBT
community could wear makeup because makeup to anyone could mean a different thing.”-Bryant T.
Another student said “I personally feel like makeup should not be biased towards a single sex. I believe
that makeup is an expression and a way to be yourself. I would never feel uncomfortable with the
opposite gender wearing makeup, I'd be proud that they are being themselves no matter what other
people think. Everyone no matter who or where they come from can wear makeup and freely be
themselves.”- Melody K.

Well, Hear From Shant!
Shant goes to Daily High School and has been wearing makeup since 8th grade and when he was
14. Shant is very confident and proud to wear makeup. He loves going to Sephora and other makeup
stores with friends. Shant tries not to be affected when people criticized because it's his life and it isn't
affecting anyone else's. I spoke to Shant and he had a short but sweet comment. “ I feel like its cool!
Duh. I feel like anyone can wear makeup. I feel like you can be anyone and you can wear makeup, love
yourself, sweetie!”- Shant Y.
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